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Review
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Chapter1 Basic Notions of Magnetism

Classical pictures of magnetic moments in materials:  Magnetic charges

 Circular currents

Paramagnetic and diamagnetic terms in classical magnetization

Experimental methods to measure magnetization

Breakdown of classical magnetism: cancellation of paramagnetic and diamagnetic terms

(Bohr-van Lewuuen theorem)

Introduction of spin angular momentum by relativistic quantum mechanics



Agenda
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1. Spin-orbit interaction

2. Magnetism in quantum theory

Chapter 2 Magnetism in localized systems

1. Spherical potential

2. Larmor precession

3. Magnetism of inert gas

4. LS multiplex ground state of open shell ions and Hund’s rule



Magnetic moment of electron spin
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Dirac eq. with electromagnetic field

Operation from left:

Because

We obtain



Magnetic moment of electron spin (2)
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Stationary solution:

We take first order in Low energy

expansion

Bohr magneton

Therefore the magnetic moment is 



Two-component separation approximation
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Stationary Dirac equation

Pauli representation 4 × 4 matrices

When the particle sits still:

+ corresponds to I, - corresponds to –I in b

→ upper two laws: particle, lower two: anti-particle (?)

𝜀

p

particle

anti-particle

𝜀 = 𝑐𝑝

Finite momentum p requires correction.

Leak to lower laws



Spin-orbit interaction
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Stationary equation

Two-component approximation

Simultaneous equations

Erase of 𝜑B

Low velocity (𝑝 ≪ 𝑚𝑐) expansion

Normalization condition



Spin-orbit interaction (2)
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Introduction of magnetic field

Correction due to leakage

Corrected two-component 

wavefunction

Pauli two-component approximation

Zeeman Spin-orbit interaction



Quantum Mechanical Treatment of Magnetism
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g-factorNucleus potential

……

……

……

Symmetric gauge



Magnetic moment
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Commutation relations

Magnetic moment

Paramagnetic Diamagnetic

This expression does not have drastic changes other than spin magnetic moment.

However …



Comment: Spins of nucleons
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Protons, Neutrons, Muons have spins.

MRI

NMR Neutron diffraction

J-PARC

mSR

KEK
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Chapter 2

Magnetism of 

Localized Electrons

Star birth



Second quantization
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Number representation

(index the state with number of particles occupying basis states)

|  0 Vacuum

Creation operator of j-th state

(Hermitian conjugate: annihilation operator)

Fermion:

anti-commutation relation

number operator

Boson: commutation relation



Operators in second quantization representation
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Multiparticle operator

Slater determinant

Second quantization

Particle statistics

Annihilation and creation 

operator (anti-)commutation 

relations



Electrons in a central force potential
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crystal field

spin-orbit interaction

mutual Coulomb interaction

single-electron (non-interaction)

Localized system

Electrons in a central force (spherical) potential

Eigenfunction in polar coordinate: 

Radial wavefunction

Eigen energy



Larmor precession
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L

B

𝜔L

Coulomb potential

Total orbital angular momentum

Directional quantization

Heisenberg equation

Larmor precession

In the case of spin: g-factor



Magnetism of inert gases
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Star birth Magnetic trap

Evaporation cooling

rf

Total angular

momentum



Magnetism of inert gases
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Inert gases: Closed shell structure due to quantization!

Residual is the dielectric term:

Larmor rotation angular momentum

Moll susceptibility





Electronic states in magnetic ions
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Angular momentum l orbit

State of many electrons: indexed with L and S : state (L, S) degenerated in the absence 

of coulomb term
(L, S) term degenerated (2L+1)(2S+1) : LS multiplex

Open shell electronic states

Which state is the ground state?



Dominating terms
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Coulomb repulsion in the same orbit

Coulomb repulsion between different orbits

Exchange term



Exchange integral
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Spin operator

Exchange integral



Hund’s rule
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Hund’s rule

The ground LS multiplex is 

determined by the following

1. It should have maximum S.

2. Under the condition 1., it should 

have maximum L.

3d transition metal ions



Summary

1. Spin-orbit interaction

2. Magnetism in quantum theory

Chapter 2 Magnetism in localized systems

1. Spherical potential

2. Larmor precession

3. Magnetism of inert gas

4. LS multiplex ground state of open shell ions and Hund’s rule


